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Abstract 
Ball, R.N. and A.W. Hager, On the localic Yosida representation of an archimedean lattice 
ordered group with weak order unit, Journal of Pure and Applied Algebra 70 (1991) 17-43. 
W is the category of archimedean lattice ordered groups with weak order unit, and F is the 
category of frames. C: F + W is the functor which assigns to a given frame F the W-object 
CF=HomF(OiR,F), where OII? designates the frame of open sets of the real numbers IR, and 
assigns to the frame homomorphism f: F + L the W-homomorphism Cf: CF-t CL defined by 
Cf(g)=fg for all gECF. On the other hand, Y: W +F is the functor which assigns to a given 
W-object G the frame YG of W-kernels of G, and assigns to the W-homomorphism u : G + H 
the frame homomorphism YU : YG + YH whose value at K E YG is the W-kernel of H generated 
by u(K). We prove in Theorem 2.3.2 that Y is left adjoint to C, and in Theorem 2.4.3 that the 
adjunction restricts to an equivalence between the full subcategory RL of regular LindelBf frames 
and the full subcategory C of W-objects of the form CF for some frame F. The equivalence was 
first established by Madden and Vermeer. The unit ,U = (po) is the reflection of W in C, herein 
termed the (localic) Yosida representation, while the counit i =(AF) is the (frame counterpart of 
the) reflection of locales into regular Lindelof locales. Finally, we note that the sense in which 
the Yosida representation is unique is precisely that (PG. YG) is the C-universal map for G. 
* Both authors would like to thank the Caribbean Mathematics Foundation for travel grants which 
enabled them to attend the stimulating Curacao Conference in the summer of 1989. Of particular benefit 
were B. Banaschewski’s meticulous and cogent lectures on locales. The first author would also like to 
express his appreciation to J.R. Isbell for the excellent introduction to locales provided by his class at 
Wesleyan University in 1983-84. 
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1. Introduction 
1.1. Motivation and history 
When C(X) is axiomatized so as to take its order structure into account, the result 
is the category W of archimedean lattice ordered groups with weak order unit. 
However, the objects of W are not all subobjects of C(X) for some space X, in- 
tuitively because there may be elements which, when represented as functions, have 
values ko3 on some of the points. To get a structure general enough to contain an 
arbitrary W-object one classically passes to D(X), the lattice of extended real valued 
functions which take on the values +cx, on a nowhere dense subset of the space X. 
Unfortunately, there is a price to be paid for the generality one gains in passing to 
D(X), and that is that D(X) is not generally closed under addition. (One would like 
to add such functions f and g by adding them on the intersection f -‘(lR) ngP1(lR) 
of their domains of reality, and then extending the sum continuously to X. Note, 
however, that it is not possible to add l/x+ sin( l/x) to -l/x in this fashion in 
D[O, 11.) Nonetheless, Yosida proved almost fifty years ago that for every GE W 
there is a compact Hausdorff space YsG, called the Yosida space of G, and a W- 
isomorphism from G onto a W-object in D(YsG), i.e. a subset of D(YsG) which is 
closed under the group and lattice operations [19]. Despite the limitations of the 
representation, this result has been of enormous utility. 
The problem is the points. If we dispense with them, i.e. if we omit from the space 
all points on which any function takes on +oo, then we may perform the calculations 
on whatever remains. Of course, no point of the space may remain. However, if we 
view YsG as a locale then a dense sublocale does remain, since every locale has a 
minimal dense sublocale, and the remarkable fact is that every W-object G is a 
subobject of C(L) for some locale L. This is part of what is known as the localic 
Yosida representation, and it is the work of James J. Madden. A chronology of the 
development of these ideas is as follows. 
In the spring of 1985 Madden and Vermeer proved that Lindelof locales are 
precisely those which are intersections of cozero sublocales of compact T, spaces 
[17]. In the fall of 1985 Madden and Vermeer hit upon the idea of intersecting the 
domains of reality in YsG, and using a lemma of Isbell and their work the previous 
spring, they proved the equivalence of the following categories: the full subcategory 
C of W-objects closed under countable composition, the category of regular 
Lindelof locales, and the category of regular a-frames [18]. In this paper, moreover, 
they were able to deduce that the first of these categories has an epicompletion, a 
result independently obtained by the authors [4]. In the spring of 1986 Madden 
wrote out most of the proof of the localic Yosida theorem, and noticed the connec- 
tion with uniformly closed ideals (termed W-kernels in this article). In the summer 
of 1988 Madden completed the constructive proof of the localic Yosida theorem 
[ 151, and described the ideas involved to the Northeast General Topology Con- 
ference [ 141. 
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This paper is best viewed as an extension of Madden’s [15], and we offer it as 
evidence of the success of his patient campaign to convince us of the efficacy of the 
localic point of view. What is new here is a proof of the functoriality of the Yosida 
representation, by which we mean the adjointness of the functors which connect W 
with the category F of frames. But a more fundamental point of departure of this 
article from Madden’s, and perhaps its main value to a reader who is not already 
acquainted with the issues it addresses, is that the methods we use are extremely 
direct and computational. In particular, Section 3, in which we sequester the 
technical results necessary in Section 2, is a kind of primer on the subject of CL and 
of the localic Yosida representation, which is concisely developed there. Thus frame 
cognoscenti can read Section 2 with only occasional reference to Section 3, while 
the uninitiated may wish to start with Section 3. 
It has become apparent that the localic Yosida representation affords deep insight 
into W; see, for example, [18]. Furthermore, several complicated direct limit con- 
structions of algebraic completions, as well as several complicated inverse limit con- 
structions of topological covers, can be done much more elegantly by locales. 
Compare, for example, Theorem 2.3.3 with [2], [5] with [16]. In addition, the sub- 
category C of targets of the localic Yosida representation is of considerable 
significance and has been fairly extensively investigated. These objects are precisely 
the members of W which are closed under countable composition [ 111, a property 
first enunciated for @-algebras in [9]. Hager and Aron abstracted this property to 
W in [I], wherein they also observed that C was a reflective subcategory and con- 
structed the corresponding hull (here called CYG) as a direct limit. Hager then 
characterized C as the smallest algebraic subclass of W in [7]. C has also reared its 
head in the authors’ recent investigations of the category SpFi of spaces with filters; 
cf. [3, Theorem 2.3.31. 
1.2. Notation 
A lattice ordered group G (l-group for short) is a structure which is simultaneously 
a group and a lattice, and such that for all J g, h E G, f 5 g implies f + h 5 g + h and 
h +f I h +g. The relevant morphisms between such groups, called &homomor- 
phisms, are the maps which are both group and lattice homomorphisms. In any such 
group it is customary to use Gf to designate the cone {g E G: gr O> of nonnegative 
elements, and for gEG to use g+, gP, and lgl to designate gV0, -(gAO)=(-g)+, 
and g’ v (-8)’ = g v (-g), the positive part, negative part, and absolute value of g, 
respectively. And for any subset XC G, X’ denotes {g E G: VXEX lg[ A 1x1= O}. 
An element g of an l-group G is said to be infinitesimal if there is some h E G such 
that nlgl 5 h for all n E N. The set of these elements is an L-ideal, i.e. the kernel of 
an &homomorphism, and we denote it by Inf(G). An d-group is said to be archime- 
dean if Inf(G) = 0; such groups are necessarily abelian [6]. A weak order unit is an 
element u E G+ such that u’= 0. The context for the algebraic content of this paper 
is W, the category whose objects are archimedean J-groups with distinguished weak 
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order units, and whose morphisms are the l-homomorphisms between them which 
take the unit of the domain to the unit of the codomain. 
We have chosen to phrase our arguments and results in terms of frames rather 
than locales, since doing so was simpler both computationally (Proposition 3.1.3) 
and conceptually (Theorem 2.3.2). F denotes the category of frames and frame 
homomorphisms; the necessary background on frames can be found in the first 
several chapters of [12]. The only frame attributes which play a significant role are 
regularity, complete regularity, and the Lindelof property, whose definitions we 
recall as follows. We use x <y to indicate that frame element x is well below frame 
element y, meaning that there is some z for which XAZ = _L and y Vz = T . Alter- 
natively, x<y if and only if lxvy= T, where lx designates V (z: ZAX= I}, the 
pseudocomplement of x. A frame is said to be regular if each element is the 
supremum of those well below it. For g E CF we use coz g to designate g( IR \ 0), the 
cozero element of g. We say that a W-homomorphism u : G + CF is cozero-dense 
if every element of F is the supremum of lesser elements of the form coz u(g) for 
g E G, and we call a cozero-dense W-injection a cozero-dense representation of G. 
A frame F is said to be completely regular if the identity map on CF is cozero dense. 
Finally, a frame F is Lindelof if any subset A c F such that VA = T has a coun- 
table subset A, c A such that VA, = T . 
This article concerns the functors which connect W with F. The functor C : F --t W 
assigns to each frame F the W-object CF=Hom,(GR,F), and assigns to each 
frame map f: F-+ A4 the W-homomorphism Cf: CF- CM defined by (Cf)(g) =fg 
for all g E CF. (We use OL to refer to the frame of open sets of the space L or to 
the frame of the locale L, and we use fi to refer to the localic or pointed counterpart 
of the frame map p.) The notation is intended to remind the reader that CF plays 
the role in the localic Yosida representation that C(X) plays in the classical Yosida 
representation. 
A W-kernel is the kernel of a W-homomorphism, and the set of W-kernels of a 
W-object G forms a regular Lindelof frame in the inclusion order (cf. Subsection 
3.2) which we denote YG. This notation is intended to remind the reader that YG 
plays a role in the localic Yosida representation analogous to that of the Yosida 
space YsG in the classical Yosida representation. Given a W-homomorphism 
u : G + H we let YU : YG --) YH be the map defined by (Yu)(K) = [u(K)]~, where 
[u(K)]~ denotes the W-kernel of H generated by U(K). We show in Lemma 2.3.1 
that Yu is a frame homomorphism, so that Y: W + F is a functor. 
We show in Subsection 2.3 that Y is left adjoint to C. We then give a direct proof 
in Subsection 2.4 that this adjunction restricts to an equivalence between the full 
subcategory C of W-objects of the form CF and the full subcategory RL of regular 
Lindelof frames. The latter result is due to Madden and Vermeer [ 181. 
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2. Adjointness and equivalence 
2. I. The frame of G-ideals 
Suppose throughout this subsection that u : G + CF is a fixed W-homomorphism 
with kernel U, and let us agree to denote u(g) by 2 for all g E G. We demonstrate 
a correspondence between those W-kernels of G which contain CJ and certain ideals 
of F; upon this result hang all those that follow. First, we need some notation. For 
a given subset JC F we use (J) to designate the ideal generated by J. For an ideal 
Ic_ F and for a subset KC_ G let 
K(Z)={~EG:~~EG+ V’~EN coz(nI+j;)+~Z}, 
Z(K) = (i(y): k~K,y< R\O>. 
Lemma 2.1.1. For any ideal Zc F, K(Z) is a convex&subgroup of G which contains 
u. 
Proof. Note that for any k~ G, kEK(Z) if and only if lkl EK(Z), and that 
0 5 g I k E K(Z) implies g E K(Z). Therefore in order to show that K(Z) is a convex 
l-subgroup it is enough to show that 05 k,, k2 E K(Z) implies k, + k, E K(Z), But this 
is easy, for if coz(&; - i?;)’ E Z for all n E N then by Proposition 3.1.5 we have 
coz(n(R, + j;2) - (6, + j;2)) + 5 coz(ni;, - i;,) + V coz(rL2 - /&)+ E Z 
for all n E N. And it is clear that UC K(Z). 0 
Though K(Z) is a convex J-subgroup, it need not be a W-kernel. To identify those 
ideals for which it is, we introduce an iterated operator on ideals. For an ideal ZC F 
define 
I0 = I, la+ I = Z(K(Z”)), Zp = U la for limit /I, Z” = ZX’. 
ff<B 
A few comments about this definition are in order. First of all, the generating set 
of IQ+’ is upper directed, for if O<g, E K(Z”) and yi < lR\O then g =gr Vg, E K(Za), 
y=y, vy2 5 R\O, and gl(y,)~g2(y2)<g(y). Secondly, though it is not generally 
the case that Z c Z(K(Z)) for all ideals Z c F, it is true that Kc K(Z(K)) for all subsets 
Kc G. For if keK then 
coz(n j+l)+ = (n ICI-l)(O,m) = 1ZY 
( > 
!$m 
=&((-a$)” (++Z(K) 
for all n E N. Thus h = 1 witnesses the membership of jkl in K(Z(K)), and hence also 
of k by Lemma 2.1.1. A consequence of the foregoing observation is that la c I’+’ 
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does not necessarily hold for (x = 0, but does hold for 0 <a< XI. In fact, the 
growth of the la’s has stabilized by the time that a= Xi, which is to say that 
Ix1 =I”+’ if we had bothered to define the latter. We use the term G-ideal’ for 
any ideal I satisfying I = I”, i.e. I=I(K(I)), and we denote the set of G-ideals of 
the frame F by G-Idl(F). 
To frame cognoscenti we point out that the G-ideals are completely regular and 
so are members of the frame corresponding to the Stone-Tech compactification PF 
of F [12]. Furthermore, if tl is cozero dense, i.e. if every element of F is the 
supremum of lesser elements of the form coz 2, g E G, then the map I- I” is a 
nucleus on the latter frame, and therefore corresponds to a sublocale of j3F. The 
next lemma shows that any principal ideal lx= { y: ~5x1 of F contains a largest 
G-ideal, namely (lx)’ = I(K( lx)). 
Lemma 2.1.2. For any XEF, K(lx)={gEG:cozg~x}. Therefore (ix)‘~ lx; 
moreover (lx)’ is a G-ideal, in fact the largest G-ideal contained in lx. It follows 
that any G-ideal IC Lx must satisfy VISX. 
Proof. Let J= (lx)‘, and consider 0 <g, h E G. Then by Proposition 3.1.5 we see 
that coz(@ - 6)+ E lx for all n E lr4 if and only if coz S E lx. This establishes the 
first assertion, from which it follows that Jc lx, since an element of Jis of the form 
g(y) for some O<gEK(lx) and ylR\O, and since g(y)<g(R\O)=cozg<x. 
Because the map I- I’ is order preserving, it is clear that I’ c J for any ideal 
1~ lx, with the result that I” c J. Thus J contains every G-ideal contained in lx; 
it remains to show that J is itself a G-ideal. We have remarked that Jr c J, to show 
the opposite containment, consider an arbitrary element g(y) E J, where OIg E K( 1 x) 
and ylR\O. Now since (l/n,c~)<R\O, g(l/n,co)~I(K(lx))=J for all n~n\l. 
Therefore coz(@ - i’)+ = g(l/n, 00) E J for all n E N, which puts g in K(J), which in 
turn puts g(y) in I(K(J)) = J’. 0 
We prove in Theorem 2.1.5 that G-Idl(F) is a frame. But to do so we need two 
more lemmas. 
Lemma 2.1.3. The intersection of two G-ideals is itself a G-ideal. 
Proof. For 11,12 E G-Idl(F) it is clear that (II fl 12)’ L II fl I,. Consider now 
xEIln12=I~nIj. Then there are y,<R\O and Osg;EK(b) such that xl&(y;). 
There must also be 01 hi E G for which coz(ng; - 6;)’ E 1, for all n E t’r4. Let g = 
g,Ag2, h=h,vh,, and y=ylvy2. Then gEK(I, flI,) because 
coz(ng-4)’ scoz(ng, -i;,)+ r\coz(n&-&)+ EI, n I2 
’ This notation suggests the fundamental role that G plays in defining these ideals, but unfortunately 
suppresses that of U. A more precise term might be u-ideal or even u(G)-ideal. We have rejected these 
terms only because we find them less descriptive, and we trust the reader to keep straight the distinction 
between G and u(G). 
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for all HEN. Also yI lR\O and x~~~(Y~)A~~(Y~)~~~(Y)A~~(~). Now since 
2,) g2 2 0, there is some 0 < r E R such that gi( y) I gi(r, a). Thus by the relevant for- 
mula in Proposition 3.1.3 we get xlgi(r, ~)A&(T, c~)=g(~, a~), with the conse- 
quence that XE(I, n1,)‘. 0 
Lemma 2.1.4. If for Osg, h E G and y 5 lR\O we have coz g< 6(y), then g must lie 
in [h], the W-kernel generated by h. 
Proof. Let nE N be such that yl(-w, -l/n) U (l/n, OJ), so that 
&(y)Ii;((-m,-l/n)U(I/n,w))=t;(l/n,03) 
= (&)(l, 03) = (ni;- i’)+(O, m). 
Then by Proposition 3.1.6, gA 1 ~nh E [h]. But in order for [h] + 1 to function as 
an order unit of G/[h], it is necessary for gA 1 E [h] to imply gE [h]. 0 
Let ? U designate the frame of upper bounds of Ii in YG, and let j : YG --) T U be 
the frame surjection defined by j(K) = KV (I, the latter supremum being reckoned 
in YG. 
Theorem 2.1.5. The maps K - I(K) and I-K(I), when restricted to 7 U and 
G-Idl(F), are inverse to one another. Moreover both preserve order, so G-Idl(F) is 
a frame and the maps are frame isomorphisms. 
Proof. Since a G-ideal I satisfies Z= Z(K(I)) by definition, we need only verify that 
K = K(Z(K)) for any KE t U. We have already remarked that K L K(I(K)), so con- 
sider some O_=g E K(Z(K)), say coz(@ - i)+ E I(K) for some 01 h E G and all 
n E N. Then for each n there is some 01 k, E K and y, i E\O such that 
coz(ng- 6)+ 5 in( y,). But this implies by Lemma 2.1.4 that (ng- h)+ E K for all 
n, meaning that n(K + g) 5 K + h for all n. The archimedean property of G/K then 
forces g E K. 0 
2.2. Comparing the Yosida representation with another 
Suppose we are given a representation u : G -+ CF for a frame F; as in Section 2.1 
we write 2 for u(g) and G-Idl(F) for the frame of G-ideals. In this section we com- 
pare the given representation with the Yosida representation developed in Sub- 
section 3.2. The situation is as follows. 
V 
G-Id1 (F) 
(1) 
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Here V designates the map which takes every ideal to its supremum in F, and i 
designates the map which results from following j by the map of Theorem 2.1.5; 
that is, i(K) = I(KV U), where the supremum KV U is reckoned in YG. Note that we 
can also express i(K) as Z(K)“, since UcK(I(K)) by Lemma 2.1 .l. We reconcile 
these two manifestations of g by showing that the diagram commutes. 
Proposition 2.2.1. Diagram (1) commutes. That is, Vi&(x) =2(x) for all g E G and 
x E OR. Furthermore, V i is unique with respect to this property. 
Proof. Fix g E G; it is sufficient by Lemma 3.1.1 to establish commutation for x of 
the form (r, w) for rE Q. We claim that ig(x) =Z”, where I= (g(y): y Ix). Let 
k=(g-r)‘. By definition ii(x) = Z[k] m = Z(k)“, and the generating elements of 
Z(k) are of the form R(y) for y 5 R\O. Since any such y lies below (-03, -s) U (s, m) 
for some 0~s E Q, we may assume that y has this form. Then 
ri-‘(y) = (S - r)(s, w) = (2 - (r + s))(O, 03) = g(r + s, a~). 
This shows that Z(k) = I, proving the claim. It also demonstrates that k E K(Z), for 
by taking s = l/n, for n E N we have coz(nF- 1) = coz(& 1 /n) = &s) E I. Therefore 
Zc Z(K(Z)) = I’, a point which, when combined with Lemma 2.1.2, shows that 
Vi&x) = VI” = VZ=g(x). 
The last equality is a consequence of the fact that x is the supremum of the elements 
well below it in OR, and that the frame map g must preserve this supremum. The 
uniqueness is a consequence of the fact that YG is generated by {g(x): x E OK}. q 
It is a relatively simple matter to deduce from the results above that the 
W-injection ,LI~ is, in the terminology of $26 of [lo], a C-universal map. 
Theorem 2.2.2. Let G be a W-object and F a frame. Then for any W-homo- 
morphism u : G -+ CF there is a unique frame homomorphism f : YG --t F such that 
the following diagram commutes: 
YG and po are essentially unique with respect to the foregoing property. 
Proof. Let f be Vi, so that (Cf),uo(g) =fg= Vii. Then this result follows directly 
from Proposition 2.2.1. The uniqueness follows from general considerations; see 
Proposition 26.7 of [lo]. 0 
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We conclude this section with a discussion of the properties of the frame homo- 
morphism f of Theorem 2.2.2. This will enable us to prove in Theorem 2.2.5 that 
1(o is a W-isomorphism if and only if GE C, and to characterize in Theorem 2.2.6 
those frames which admit a cozero dense representation of a given GE W. 
Lemma 2.2.3. f is surjective if and only if u is cozero dense, andf is injective ifand 
only if I” = ( 1 v I)’ for all ideals I L F. 
Proof. By Lemma 2.1.2, the largest G-ideal contained in lx is 
J= (lx)’ = (E(y): cozgsx, ylR\O). 
Now for any gEG, coz~=~(R\O)=V{g(y):y~R\O} as a consequence of the 
fact that R\O=V{y:ylR\O}. Therefore VJ=V(co~~:coz~rx}, which 
establishes the surjectivity condition. The condition for injectivity is simply the 
assertion that, for a given XEF, the only G-ideal I with VZ=x is the one given by 
Lemma 2.1.2. 0 
Taken together, the surjectivity and injectivity conditions of the lemma above 
distinguish YG among all those frames F that admit a W-injection u : G -+ CF. In 
case G is a W-subobject of C(X) for some compact Hausdorff space X, F= OX, 
and u : G -+ CF is the W-isomorphism which sends each g E G to its opposing frame 
map, the cozero density of u can readily be seen to be equivalent to G separating 
the points of X. This is the very feature which distinguishes the classical Yosida 
space YsG of G from other compact Hausdorff spaces Y which admit a W-injection 
from G into D(Y); see [8] and [6] for details. The injectivity condition, however, 
lacks a classical counterpart; it is nonetheless necessary in order to differentiate the 
Yosida representation from examples like the following. Let F be the frame which 
is the power set (set of all subsets) of IN, and let G be the W-object consisting of 
those frame maps g: OIR + F for which the corresponding continuous function 
2: N+R has a limit lim,,, g(n). Then F is regular and Lindelof, and every 
element XE F is a supremum of finite elements, all of which are cozero sets. But if 
I designates the ideal of finite subsets of N then I” =Z#F=Z(K( 1 VI)). That is, 
the map of Lemma 2.2.3 is surjective but not injective. 
We turn our attention to showing that ,uo is a W-isomorphism if and only if 
G E C. For that purpose consider GE C by virtue of the W-isomorphism u : G + CF. 
By Lemma 2.2.3, f is surjective if and only if F is completely regular; moreover, 
even when f is surjective it is not necessarily injective, for F may be completely 
regular without being Lindelof, and Madden and Vermeer prove in [17] (and we 
confirm directly in Proposition 3.2.5) that YG is regular and Lindelof. f does, 
however, enjoy the important property identified in the next lemma. In case f is sur- 
jective and u is injective, this property is the density of the corresponding sublocale. 
Lemma 2.2.4. The largest W-kernel of G that f sends to IF is U, the kernel of u. 
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Proof. If OS~E U then we have f([g])=fg(O, oo)=g(O, oo)= I~. Since U= 
v{[g]: Osg~ U} it follows thatf(U)= I~. On the other hand, if K E YG is such 
that Kg CT then there is some 0 < k E K \ U, for which F $6 means by Lemma 3.1.4 
that &(O, w)> I~. Therefore 
f(K)>f([k]) =fl;(O,w) = &0,03)> I,. 0 
Theorem 2.2.5. pG : G + CYG is a W-isomorphism if and only if G EC. 
Proof. Assume we have a W-isomorphism u : G + CF. Because (Cf)pG = u, the 
surjectivity of ,~o is equivalent to the injectivity of CF, which we demonstrate as 
follows. For O<~ECYG let K= h(R\O)# (0). Then by the previous lemma 
(Cf)(h)(lR\O)=fh(R\O)=f(K)# I, which is to say (Cf)(h)#6. 0 
The following theorem summarizes the conclusions of this section. In it we let 
p : F-+ P be the frame surjection which sends each XE Fto 1 lx, i.e., p is the frame 
counterpart of the insertion of the minimal dense sublocale into the locale of F [ 121. 
Theorem 2.2.6. Fix GE W and FE F. 
(1) There is a W-homomorphism u : G + CF if and only if there is a frame 
homomorphism f : YG + F, and every such u is of the form u = (Cf )pG for some 
such f. 
(2) There is a W-injection u : G + CF if and only if there is a frame homomor- 
phism f : YG --t F such that p factors through the surjective part off. That is, if and 
only if there are frame homomorphisms fi , f2, and m such that fl is surjective, f2 
is injective, and the following diagram commutes: 
(3) There is a cozero-dense representation u : G + CF if and only if there is a 
frame surjection f : YG + F such that p factors through f. 
Proof. Part (1) is Theorem 2.2.2. Part (2) is proved by observing that if u is injec- 
tive then f, : YG --f A4 corresponds to a sublocale which is dense by Lemma 2.2.4. 
Therefore p factors through f, by minimality. Part (3) follows from part (2) and 
Lemma 2.2.3. 0 
2.3, Y is the left adjoint of C 
It follows from Theorem 2.2.2 that C has a left adjoint functor (cf. Theorem 27.3 
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of [lo]); it is the purpose of this section to show that this adjoint is Y. Recall that 
YG is the frame of W-kernels of G for any GE W, and that for a W-homomorphism 
u : G + H the map Yu : YG -+ YH is defined by 
(Ye) = n {K’~ YH: u(~) c K’] = I~(K)]~. 
Here [u(K&, designates the W-kernel generated by u(K) in H. One may note that 
this map is the left adjoint, in the sense of the adjoint functor theorem for partially 
ordered sets (cf. [12, p.26]), to the map u-l : YH+ YG. 
Lemma 2.3.1. Yu is a frame homomorphism. 
Proof. Clearly Yu preserves arbitrary suprema, and takes the bottom element of 
YG to the bottom element of YH. Observe that u(G) contains the designated unit 
of H, hence (Yu)( T) = (Yu)(G) = [u(G)]~= H= T. It remains only to verify that 
Yu preserves binary meets. For that purpose consider Kr, K2 E YG, and let L; 
denote conv U(Ki), the smallest convex &subgroup of H containing u(K,). Note 
that L, n L, = conv u(K, fl K,) as a result of the convexity of the Kj’s in G. Using 
Lemma 3.2.1, we then have 
(Yu)(K,) n (Yu)(K,) = [NK,)l,n IMGNH = [L,IHn V~Y 
= [L, fI L&, = [conv u(K, fl K2)lH 
= [u(K, fl KZ)IH = (Yu)(K, f-I K2). 0 
Theorem 2.3.2. Y is left adjoint to C. 
Proof. Suppose we are given a W-morphism u: G-+H, we must show that Yu 
satisfies Theorem 2.2.2, i.e. that the following diagram commutes: 
Thus we must show that (Yu)g= u(g)’ for any ge G, where g and u(g)’ designate 
,&g) and p&U(g)), respectively. The crucial observation is this. For any g E G, 
u-l [u(g)lH is a W-kernel of G containing g, and it therefore contains [glc. Conse- 
quently, u([g]o) c [u(g)lH and [u([g]o)lN= [u(g)],,. To prove the theorem fix g E G 
and rEQ, and let k=(g-r)‘. Then 
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Since the two frame homomorphisms agree on the right rays, they coincide by Lem- 
ma 3.1.1. 0 
We conclude this section with an algebraic result which served as the impetus for 
this investigation. Fortunately, the machinery at hand permits a proof that is much 
simpler than the one which we first concocted. We say that a given W-supergroup 
K of G is a W-kernelpreserving extension if the W-kernels of the two are in bijective 
correspondence by intersection. 
Theorem 2.3.3. Every W-object G has a W-kernel preserving extension K which is 
maximal in the sense that for every other W-kernel preserving extension H of G 
there is a W-injection o : H--f K which is the identity on G. 
Proof. Let u : G + H be the embedding of G in a W-kernel preserving extension H. 
Since tl-r : YH+ YG is bijective, it follows that YU is a frame isomorphism, with 
the result that CYu : CYG -+ CYH is a W-isomorphism. To prove the theorem, let 
K= CYG and identify G with p&G); the embedding of the arbitrary W-kernel 
preserving extension H in K is (CYu))’ pH. cl 
2.4. The equivalence of RL and C 
In this subsection we prove that the adjunction Y-i C restricts to an equivalence 
between RL and C, a result which is due to Madden and Vermeer [18]. The main 
virtue of the following proof is that it is direct and self-contained. 
The unit of the adjunction is ,D = (po), and we have proven in Theorem 2.2.5 that 
it gives a W-isomorphism precisely when G EC. The counit we designate A = (AF), 
following Madden and Vermeer [17]. That means that A, is the unique frame 
homomorphism which makes the following diagram commute: 
P’CF CF- CYCF YCF 
& (2) 
It follows from Lemma 2.2.3 that AF is surjective if and only if F is completely 
regular, and from Proposition 3.2.5 that if AF is a frame isomorphism then F is 
regular and Lindelof. It remains to prove the converse of the latter, for which the 
following lemma is required: 
Lemma 2.4.1. Suppose the frame F has a subset A and elements b and c which 
satisfy VA= T and ar\blar\c for all aEA. Then blc. 
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Proof. We first claim that for any frame elements a and 6, 1 (ar\b)l\a = 1 br\a. 
For 
l(aAb)Aa = v {c: CAaAb = I} Aa = v (~/\a: (cAa)Ab = I} 
= V{d: dla, dAb = I} = 1bAa. 
We next claim that for any frame elements a, 6, and c, a5 1 (a A 6) Vc implies 
as 1 bvc. For 
a = aA(l(anb)vc) = (aA l(aAb))V(aAc) 
= (al\ lb)v(aAc) = aA(lbVc). 
To prove the lemma itself note that if 1 bV cf T then there is some CI EA for which 
a$ 1 bvc. It follows from the second claim that ae: 1 (al\ b)Vc. On the other 
hand, a A b 5 a AC implies that 
al T = l(aAb)V(aAc) = (~(aAb)Va)A(~(aAb)Vc), 
a contradiction. We can only conclude that 1 bvc= T , i.e. that b 5 c. 0 
Theorem 2.4.2. Ah.- : YCF-t F is a frame isomorphism if and only if FE RL. 
Proof. Assume that F is a regular Lindelof frame. By combining diagram (2) with 
diagram (1) we have that hF= Vi, as follows. 
4 
F ’ CF-I;, (F) 
V 
Madden and Vermeer observe in [17] that the usual proof in spaces shows that a 
regular Lindelof frame is completely regular. Thus x= V {coz g: coz gsx} for any 
XE F, which establishes the surjectivity of AF by Lemma 2.2.3. What remains is to 
show that AF also satisfies the injectivity condition of Lemma 2.2.3. For that pur- 
pose consider a given ideal IL F with V I=x. We must show that I” = (lx)‘; in 
light of Lemma 2.1.2 this reduces to showing that I” contains (g(y): y 5 R\O, 
cozglx). Fix y<k\O and OsgECF such that cozgsx, find rn~tk. such that 
y5(-m,-2/m)U(2/m,03)=y’, and let k=(mg-1)‘. Then we get 
g(y) sg( y’) = rng(2, CQ) = k( 1,03) 5 k(0, m) = coz k 5 coz g I x. 
Let H={OshECF:cozhEI}. Since VhEH coz h =x by complete regularity, 
coz k 5 x implies 7 coz k v V, E H coz h = T . Since F is Lindelof there is a countable 
subset {h,: n E N} c H such that 7 coz kv V,, N coz h, = T . Assume without loss 
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of generality that h, + 1 2 nh,. Finally, define 
A,= W-h,)‘, f(r9 03) = nlJNfn@> 00).
We shall establish that fcan be extended to a frame homomorphism on all of OR, 
i.e. that it satisfies Lemma 3.1.2. This will complete the proof for the following 
reasons. For all n E N, f Ink- nh,? by construction (cf. Lemma 3.1.4), with the 
result that (nk-f)‘snh,, meaning that coz(nk - f )' 5 coz h, E I. Therefore 
k E K(Z), which implies g(y) 5 k( 1, ocl) E Z(K(Z)) c I”. 
Condition (2) of Lemma 3.1.2 is easy to verify. 
= nyNfn(c w) =f(r, w). 
To verify condition (1) fix real numbers r<s for the purpose of showing 
that f(s, w) <f(r, w). It is enough by Lemma 2.4.1 to show that there is a set 
{a, : n E bJ> c F such that V a, = T and a, r\f(s, w) 5 a,, r\f(r, 03) for all n E N. Ac- 
cordingly let a,, = 1 coz k V coz(h, - k) + . Then 
V a,= lcozkv V coz(h,-k)’ = lcozkv V cozh,= T. 
PIEN nGN nEN 
(The penultimate equality makes use of Lemma 3.1.5 and the fact that h,, 1 2 nh, .) 
We must show that for each n E N, a,Af(s, w) Ia,/\f(r, co), i.e. that there is some 
x,? E F which satisfies x, A a, A f (s, w) = I and x, v (a, Af (r, m)) = T . Let x, = 
f,(-a,.~), wheref, designates VISiSnJ;. Then 
X,,Vf(r,m)1X,Vf,(r, W) =f,(-w,s)Vf,(r, 03) = T. 
To show that 
I = x, A a, Af (4 w) = -G A a, A jyN fj(s, w) = jyN (x, A a, 4/$ w)), 
first note that we need only show that I =x, Aa,Afj(s, w) for each Jo N. Observe 
also that we may assume s> 0, since otherwise x,, = I and there would be nothing 
to prove. Furthermore, the definition of a, allows us to reduce the verification to 
the following two cases: x, A 1 coz k A f,(s, co) = _L and x, A coz(h, - k)’ A fj(s, 00) = 
I. The first of these is easy, since 
5 (k - hJ+ (0, w) % k(0, w) = coz k, 
hence J;(s, w)A 1 coz k= I. In the second case for j< n we have f,(.s, w)Axn 5 
j$s, m) Afj(- 00, s) = I, as a consequence of the fact that Proposition 3.1.3 permits 
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us to write x, in the form /\ i~i~nfi(-~,S). For j?n we have 
fj($03) =j(k-hj)+(s,oo)=(k-hj)+ f,CO ((k-h,)+ J,CO 
( > ( > J 
I (k-h,)+(O,oo) = COZ(k-t&)+, 
with the result that j&s, oo)~coz(h, - k)+ = I. 
It remains to verify condition (3) of Lemma 3.1.2, the first part of which is 
straightforward. 
ryRf (I; 03) 2 &i (6 m) = f, (R) = T . 
To verify the second part of this condition let a,, and f, have the meaning of the 
paragraph above. By an argument very like the one just given, one can show that 
a, A~~(-w, r) &f(r, 03) = I. Thus condition (3) follows because 
ryp 1.06 a) 2 ryR .yN (a, AfJ-9 r)) = .yN M (a, AU-m, r)) 
Theorem 2.4.3 (Madden and Vermeer [18]). C is equivalent o RL. 0 
3. A primer for computation 
3.1. Computation in CF 
This section develops the computational results which are necessary for Section 
2. Throughout this section F represents an arbitrary, but fixed, frame. We exhibit 
explicit formulas for the &group operations in CF in Proposition 3.1.3, for order 
in Lemma 3.1.4, and for cozero elements in Proposition 3.1.5. For these results it 
is helpful to observe that an element f E CF is determined by its values on the right 
rational rays ((7,~): TE Q}. Since the intersections of left and right rays generate 
a subbasis for OIR, this is a consequence of the following lemma, which shows how 
the values off on the left rays are determined by those on the right rays. 
Lemma 3.1.1. For any fe CF, _f-ass) = V,,, l_f(~ 03). 
Proof. For any r<s, if xAf(r, c.=) = I then 
x = xA T = xA(f(-cqs)Vf(r, m)) 
= (XAf(---,S))V(xAf(r, 00)) = (~Af(-9s)), 
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which is to say that x<f(-M,s). By taking x= lf(r, 00) we get f(-03,s) 2 
V ris ~f(r, 00). On the other hand, if yz lf(r, w) for all T<S then in particular 
yzf(-m,r) for all r<s. Therefore ~~V~~~f(-03,r)=f(--03,s). 0 
Lemma 3.1.1 raises the question of which functions f : {(I; 03): r E Q} + F can be 
extended to an element of CF. The answer is provided by the following lemma. 
Lemma 3.1.2. A function f : {(r, 03): rE Q} + F can be extended to an element of 
CF if and only if it satisfies the following conditions. The extension is unique when 
it exists. 
(1) f(s, 00) If(r, 03) for all r<s in Q. 
(2) f(r, m) = V,,,f(s, 00) for all rEQ$. 
(3) Vr.~f(r,~)=VrE~~f(r,~)= T. 
Proof. The conditions are clearly necessary, so suppose we are given a function f 
satisfying them. Set 
f(-c9s) = v0 ~f(s-G~), fk s) = f (6 m) AT- 03, s), 
as we must by Lemma 3.1 .l and the necessity of preserving finite meets. Note that 
if rzs then 
f(r, s) = f (I; 00) A V lf (6 00) = V (f (6 w) A lf (6 03)) = 1 . 
,<s /<S 
Finally, for XE OR define 
f(x) = (r yC Xf(rY 4 9 
as we must if suprema are to be preserved by 7. We first check that J‘extends f. 
f(r, 03) = V 
(I, $ C CC 03) 
f(6 4 = JFf(6 s) = syE (f (4 00) 47(-w, s)) 
= f(r, w)A T = f(r, w). 
For the rest of the proof we suppress the distinction between f andf, writing f for 
both. 
In order to show that f preserves finite meets we first observe that 
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as one can see by glancing at the definitions. Therefore for x,,x~EOR 
f(xl)w-(x,) = (r, VX,fhSI)~ v _m2,s2> 
hs2) c x2 
= (r J/, (f(rbsJAf(~2,~2)) = V f(rl Vr2,sl As2) 
I,/ xz (r,>s)rx, 
= V fO-,d =f(xl Ax2). 
(T,S)CXIAXZ 
It remains to show that f preserves arbitrary joins. For that purpose consider a 
subset YC OR with supremum x, and assume that Y consists of intervals, since 
otherwise we may replace Y with {(t, u): 31y E Y (t, u) c y}. Let us treat first the 
special case in which x itself is an interval, say x = (r, s). Since such a set is a Lindelof 
space, we may assume that Y is countable, say Y= {(m,s,): n E tbl}. Now an argu- 
ment similar to the one given above shows that f(r,, sl) Vf(r2, s2) =f(r, A r,, s1 Vs,) 
whenever (r,,st)A (r2,s2) # I. (We should not slight an important point. In this 
argument one needs the following fact. For t<u in IR. 
f(t, 00) Vf(-9 u) = f(t, 03) v v lf(r, w) = v (f(t, 03) V lf(r, ~1) = T . 
rcu 1<U 
It is in the verification of the final equality that condition (1) is used. For if t<r 
then f(r, 03) XJ(t, m) by assumption, hence f(t, m)v lf(r, 00) = T .) Now for an ar- 
bitrary E > 0 the closed interval Z(E) = [r + E, s- E] is compact, so that there must be 
some index n for which Z(c)5 Vlcicn (rj,si). Taken together, the foregoing pair of 
observations justify the further simplifying assumptions that r,, L r, + 1 and s, I s, + , 
for all n E N, and that A nGRJ r,=r and VnEN s,=s. Therefore for nzrn in N we 
have by assumption (2) that 
= VN (fk ~)U--9Sm)) 
=f(r9a)A V f(- TS,) =f(r,w)A V V -f(t,w) 
l?lEN m E IN t <& 
=f(r,==)Aty3 lf(t,w) =f(r,m)Af(-c%s) =f(r,s). 
Having handled the special case in which x is an interval, consider now an arbitrary 
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XE OF!. Then we have 
fcx) = (r yc x ftr3 S) = V V f( y A (r, s)) 
(~.S)CX YE Y 
= Jy(f(Y) Af(x>) = v, f(Y). 0 
The following lemma provides formulas which can be used as working definitions 
of the l-group operations in CF. The formulas are quite natural in the sense that 
they are just the ones that one would write down in case F= OX for some space X. 
One may even take the approach that these formulas define the operations, and it 
is an instructive exercise to verify directly that CFE W. Of course, we need only ex- 
hibit such formulas on the subset of right rays of OR by Lemma 3.1.1, but we in- 
clude those on the left rays as well for reference. 
Proposition 3.1.3. The following hold for frame maps g, g,, g, E CF, r E R, and 
24EOFk 
r(u) = 
i 
T, if rEu, 
J-9 if reu, 
(gl +g2)(r, m) = V k,(r,, ~)w2(r2, ~>>, i-,+rz=r 
kl+gd-~,r) = V (sl(-~,rl)r\g2(-w,r2)), 
i-,+i-z=i- 
(-g)O-, ~1 = d-m, 4, 
(-_g)(--03, r> = d-6 031, 
kl vg2)k ml = g,k ~)Vg2(r9 cQ>, 
(a Vg2)(-~, 4 = gl(-9 OAg2(--03, r), 
(glAi?2)(rym) =gl(r,~)Ag2(r,~), 
klNi?2)(-~,r) = a-=%r)Vg2k 00). 
Proof. Let us verify the formula for the addition of elements of CF. The point addi- 
tion map rj : R x R - R has the frame counterpart p : OR 4 O(R x R). Because R is 
locally compact, 0( R x R) is (isomorphic to) the coproduct OR u OIR in F, where 
the canonical insertions p, : OR -+ O(R x I?) are the frame counterparts of the pro- 
jection maps rji : R x R + R [12]. Therefore for g,, g2 E CF there is a unique frame 
morphism (gt @ g2) : O(R x I?) + F such that (gr @ g,)p, = gi . Then g, + g2 is defined 
to be (gr 0 g,)p. 
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It is manifest in this diagram that for any real number r we have 
p(r,03)=~-‘(r,~)={(s,,S2)EIRx[R:~,+S2>r} 
= U {(+.G: si>ri) = U (Bi’(rl, m)n A’(r2,~)) 
r,+i-z=r r,tr2=r 
= V h(rl, ~)A&-2 al,)). i-,trs=r 
Therefore 
(sl + g2)k a) = kl Og2)pk 03) 
= V ((gl Og2hO-1, w)A\(gl Og2)p20-2, co)) 
r,+r2=r 
= V k,(rb w)Ag2(r2, ~1). 
r, tr*=r 
The other formulas have similar explanations. 0 
By using the formula for g, vg2 in f vg=g we get condition (1) below charac- 
terizing g, sg2. It simplifies verifications, however, to have alternative charac- 
terizations available. 
Lemma 3.1.4. For f; g E CF, the following conditions are equivalent to f 5 g: 
(1) f(r, m)sg(r, 03) for all rE IR. 
(2) (g-f )(r, m) = T for all 0 > r fz R. 
(3) (g-f )(- 9 0) = 1. 
(4) f(-m,r)zg(-m,r) for all rE If?. 
Proof. Assuming (1) to prove (2), for r< 0 we have 
(g-f )(r, m) = (g + (-f ))(r, m) = ,yR (g(s 00) A (-f )(r - s, m)) 
= JR MS 03) Af (- 00, s - r)) 2 syR (f 6, m) Af (-m, s - r)) 
= v f(s-r,r)=f(syR(s-r,r)) =f(R) = T. 
SCR 
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Assuming (2) to prove (3), and letting k designate g-f, we have 
k(-w,O) = v k(-qr) = v (k(-rn,~)A T) 
r<O r<O 
= ,y, (k(--M, r) A k(r, a>> = I. 
Assuming (3) to prove (4), we have 
g(-qr) = (k+f)(-qr) = v (k(-03,S)Af(--,r-.s)) 
SER 
= Jo (Q--OO, s) Af(- qr-s))< v (T Af(-qr-s)) 
s>o 
= Vof (- co,r-s) =f(-03,r). 
Assuming (4) to prove (l), we have 
f(C C=‘) = v f@, =‘) = v (f(& a)A T) 
s>r s>r 
= v ms 03) A k-T 9 vgoi @J))) 
s>r 
= v ((f(S =‘)“g(-a, s)) V (J-6, ~“1 A&, a>)> 
S>T 
5 v (WY a> Af(--O3,4> v cm, w> Age, WI)) 
s>i- 
= v (f(S~)“g(‘.,~)) = (i//W+(r,=‘) 
s>r 
=f(c W)Aa-, 03). q 
The following proposition collects the cozero formulas that are needed in Section 
2. We remind the reader that coz f refers to f(R\O), and that g+ = gV0 and 
g- = (-g)vO. 
Proposition 3.1.5. The following formulas hold for f, g E CF, rE I?, and n E kd: 
(1) f(r,w)=(f-r)(O,w)=coz(f-r)+. 
(2) (nf )(r, w) =f (r/n, w). 
(3) cozf = VllEIN coz(nf-g)’ forf,glO. 
(4) COZ(f+g)+Icozf+Vcozg+. 
Proof. To verify (1) note that 
f(C w) = ((f - r) + r)(r, w) = syR ((f - r)(s, w) A r(r - s, w)) 
= V. (f- r)(s, w) = (f - r)(O, w) = (f - r)(O, w) v O(0, w) 
= (f-r)+(O,w) = (f-r)+(O,w)V(f-r)+(-w,O) 
= (f-r)+((-w,O)U(O,w)) = coz(f-r)‘. 
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To verify (2) note that, by the relevant formula of Proposition 3.1.3, (nf)(r, 03) is 
the supremum of frame elements of the form /\r<icnf(Si, w), where the s;‘s are 
real numbers which satisfy C s;=r, But such an element can also be written 
f(fl (sj* O”)) =f(Vs;~ 03)* s’ mce it must be true that VsiZr/n, we conclude that 
(nf)(r, m)~f(r/n, a). But by taking each si to be r/n, we see that equality is at- 
tained. 
To verify (3) first note that because nf -grnf it follows that 
coz(nf- g) + = (nf- g)(O, a) I nf(0, 00) = f(0, 00) = cozf + .
Therefore 
cozf + L v coz(nf-g)+ = v (nf-g)(O,w) 
IlEN neN 
= ,y ((,tl,,f ( , a)) ngc-v,> 
=f(o,w)AT =f(O,w)=cozf+. 
The second inequality is justified by the observation that if s<O then f(s/n, W)Z 
f(0, 03) for all n E IN, and if s> 0 then V,, N f(s/n, 03) =f(V,, M (s/n, m)) =f(O, w). 
To verify (4) note that 
coz(f+g)+ = (f+d(O,w) =5~~(f($w)Ag(--S)w)). 
So if sr0 then f(s, w)Ag(-s, w),>If(O, w)=coz f +, and if ~50 then f(s, w)A 
g(-s, w) sg(O, 00) = coz g+ . The conclusion follows. 0 
We close this section with a result which is crucial to the proof of Theorem 2.1.5. 
Lemma3.1.6. If J;g,heCF satisfy cozf+rcoz(g-h)’ and of gz0, then 
f/\hlg. 
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proof. By Lemma 3.1.4(3) it is sufficient to show that (g -fAh)(-m, 0) = I. 
Observe that 
(g-fAh)(-90) = JR (g(-c?s)A(-(fAh))(--03, --s)) 
= JR (8(-a% 9 A ((-“0 v (-h))(-9 -s)) 
= JR (g(--03, S) A (-J-)(-m, -s) A (-A)(--039 -s)) 
= SyR (g(-?s)Af(& m)Ah(s, 03)). 
Therefore we need only show that g(-a,S) A\f(S, =~)A\h(.s, a) = I for an arbitrary 
SER. But this is clear in case ~10, for in that case g(-w,s)<g(--,O)= I since 
gr0. Therefore assume s>O. Then using the assumption that 
f(o,~)=cozf+ scoz(g-h)‘=(g-h)(O,w) 
= ryR kk 00) A (-h)(-r, a>> = ryR (g(r, 00) A h(-a, r>>, 
we get 
V (gk w)Ah(-w,r)) Ah&w) 
i-GR > 
But if r>s then g(r,s)= 1, while if r5.s then h&r)= 1. 0 
3.2. The Yosida representation of a W-object 
In this subsection we outline the localic Yosida representation of an arbitrary, but 
fixed W-object G. we make the simplifying assumption that G is divisible, since the 
restriction of a representation of the divisible hull of G, itself a W-object, provides 
a representation of G. In addition, the W-kernels of the divisible hull are in one-to- 
one correspondence with those of G by intersection. In fact, all of the proofs in this 
section can be done without the assumption of divisibility, but at the cost of some 
additional length and awkwardness. 
A W-kernel Kc G is the kernel of a W-homomorphism, and such subsets can be 
identified by the following three properties: 
. K must be a subgroup and sublattice (/-subgroup for short), and K must be con- 
vex, i.e. 0 I g I k E K must imply g E K. This requirement is equivalent to requir- 
ing that the quotient G/K be a lattice ordered group. 
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. If u is the unit of G, then for any ge G+, g A u E K implies g E K. This insures 
that u’=O. 
. G must be archimedean, which is to say Inf(G) = 0. This property is equivalent 
to the relative uniform closure of K; see [13]. The latter notion is basic to the 
approach Madden takes in [15], but we have chosen to avoid it in the interest 
of simplicity. 
The set YG of W-kernels of G is closed under arbitrary intersection because W is 
closed under the formation of products; therefore, there is a smallest W-kernel [A] 
containing a given l-subgroup A c G. We can describe the generation of [A] from 
A as follows. 
AD= convA, A a-t1 = (gEG:Aa+gEInf(G/Aa)}, 
AB = IJ Aa for limit /3, ‘4” = Ak1, 
Q<P 
[A] = {gEG: /gl AueA”}. 
Here conv A designates {g E G: Ba E A+ 1 g/ I a}, the convex l-subgroup generated 
by A. A” is the smallest L-ideal containing A for which G/A” is archimedean. The 
last step in the generation of [A] insures that u’= 0 in the quotient. Armed with this 
internal characterization of [A] and the following lemma, we show in Proposition 
3.2.2 that YG is a frame. 
Lemma 3.2.1. For convex l-subgroups A, and A,, [A,] f~ [A21 = [A, f-IA,]. 
Proof. Clearly [A,] n [A21 a [A, nA,]. The hypothesis is that A~nA~~(A, nA,)O, 
and an easy induction gives AT f)Ay c (A, nA2)m. Therefore 
o<ge [A,] n [A21 a gA24d;*nA,” c (A, f-u,)“” 
j g6[A,nA,i. 0 
The reader should be cautioned that the preceding lemma is false without the 
hypothesis of convexity. 
Proposition 3.2.2. In any &group G, YG is a frame in the inclusion order. More- 
over, for gl, g2 E Gf, 
[gl] n [g2] = [gl Agz], [&I u [&I = [I.?, V&l. 
Proof. In light of the preceding lemma, the infinite distributivity law which frames 
must satisfy is a direct consequence of the satisfaction of the same law in the frame 
of all convex &subgroups of an l-group G [6]. Likewise we can prove the first 
formula by observing that [g;] = [G(g;)], and that G(g,) n G(g2) = G&t A&) El. 
Here G(g) denotes conv{ng: n E Z}, the convex l-subgroup generated by g. 0 
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With the aid of the following pair of lemmas, we show in Proposition 3.2.5 that 
YG is regular and Lindelof. The first requires consideration of thepolars, i.e., those 
sets XC G for which X” =X. The polars are the pseudocomplements in YG. That 
is, for any K E YG the largest element of YG disjoint from K is 1 K = K’. Thus the 
set of polar-s, ordered by inclusion, is the frame of the minimal dense sublocale of 
YG, and is consequently a complete Boolean algebra. 
Lemma3.2.3. For any gEG and r<s in Q, [(g-s)+]<(g-s)-‘<[(g-r)+], and 
the following formulas hold in YG: 
(1) V,,, [(g-s)+1 =Vrcs (g-G-‘= [(g-r)+l, 
(2) Vndd [(g+n)‘]= T. 
Proof. Since the positive and negative parts of g-s are disjoint, it is clear that 
[(g-s)‘]<(g-s))‘. We claim that x=[(g-s)-I=[(-g)+] witnesses (g-s))‘< 
[(g-r)-]. For clearly xr\(g-s)-‘= I, and 
xV[(g-r)‘] = [(s-g)+ V(g-r)‘] 2 [s-r] = T. 
The inequality is a consequence of the identity 2(a+ V b’) 2 (a + b), which holds in 
any d-group. 
To verify (1) first note that we may assume that grr, since the replacement of 
g by gvr alters neither side of the equation we are proving. Let 
L = vr<, [(g-s)‘], which we can rewrite as 
.yN [(g-r- l/n)+_] = nyN Kn(g-r)- I)+1 
by Proposition 3.1.5. Then for any n E N, L + n(g - r) 5 L + 1 as a consequence of 
the fact that (n(g - r) - I)’ E L. Therefore the archimedean property of G/L forces 
g-reL,whichproves(l).T0verify(2)letM=V,,,~ [(g+n)+]. Since(g-(-n))+EM 
it follows that M+ nsM+ (-g), whereupon the archimedean property of G/M 
forces 1EM or M= T. fl 
Lemma 3.2.4. For any subset x c YG, VS= U { VYC~: countable X0 c X}. 
Proof. Let L designate the right-hand side above; it is clearly a convex &subgroup. 
L+lisaunitofG/L,forifgr\l~LforsomeO~g~Gtheng/\l~V~~=L~for 
some countable X0 c X. But LO+ 1 is the unit of G/L,, so g E LO c L. To show that 
G/L has the archimedean property, consider 01 g, h E G for which L + ngs L + h 
for all n E N. Then for each such n there is some countable Xn c.X such that 
(ng-h)+EVX,,=L,. LetXO=UnEN ~,,;then(ng-h)+~V.~$=L,foralln~iN, 
and by the archimedean property of G/L,,, ge LO c L. This completes the demon- 
stration that L E YG. q 
Proposition 3.2.5. YG E RL for any GE W. 
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Proof. To establish that YG is Lindelof consider ,YZ~ YG such that VX = T . Then 
1 E VX implies by the preceding lemma there is some countable X0 c X such that 
1 E vie, which means that Vsc, = T . The regularity of YG is a consequence of 
Lemma 3.2.3. 0 
We can now state and prove Madden’s localic version of the Yosida representa- 
tion of an abstract W-object G. The objective is a W-injection ,+: G + CYG; the 
notation p(G is intended to honor Madden. For a given g E G we use g to denote the 
frame map ,&(g) : OIR +, YG. To define g it is sufficient to define g(r, 03) for each 
TEQ by Lemma 3.1.1. 
Theorem 3.2.6 (Madden [ 151). For any GE W the map ,uuc : G + CYG is a cozero- 
dense representation of G. 
Proof. For gg G and t-E Q define 
g(r, a) = Kg - r)+l. 
Note that g extends to a member of CYG by Lemma 3.1.2, whose hypotheses are 
satisfied by g by Lemma 3.2.3. In particular, the second part of condition (3) results 
as follows. For any n E t?4, g(n, m)/\[(n -g)‘] = [(g-n)+r\(n -g)‘] = I implies 
[(n - g)‘] I 1 g(n, m). Therefore V,,, ,,, 1 g(n, 03) 2 V, E N [(n -g)‘] = T . 
To check that @o(-g)= -p&g), observe that by Lemmas 3.1.1, 3.1.3, and 3.2.3, 
we have 
(-&)(r, 03) =g(-q-r) = V l&-s, 00) 
i-c.5 
= rJ/S 1 Kg+d+l = v (g+G+ 
r<s 
= JJs (-g-s)-’ = [(-g-r)+] = (-g)‘(r, a). 
To check that &(gi +gz) =,&(gl) +pG(gZ), first observe that 
(gi + g2)(1; a) = V k3 -rl)+Ak-rd+l 
r, +i-2 =r
5 Kg, + g2 - r)+l = (gl + g2)‘(r, 03) 
as a consequence of the identity a’ A bf I (a + b)+, which holds in any l-group. 
To show the opposite inequality it is enough to show that (gl +k2)(r, a) 2 
(gl + g2)‘(r + 2e, ~0) for any E > 0. To that end fix &>O and let x denote 
(gi + g2)‘(r + 2e, 03). Then we have 
x=xAT =xA v rEmil(r~-~~3rl+~)= V (XAil(rl-E,rl+E)) 
I i-, E R 
= & ((x”k (- 9 rl + ~1) Ail (rl - E, =J)) 
5 Ti +y= r (&2 + E, co) 6 (rl - 6 ~1) = (ii, + k2W, m). 
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The inequality is justified by the observation that 
XA&(--03, rt + E) = XA(-b,)(--rt -&, a) = XA (-gJ(-r, -&, m) 
= [(g,+gZ-~-2~)+l~[(-gl+~l+~)+l 
= [@+g,-r-2&)+A(--g,+rl+&)+] 
. 
5 k-b-E)+1 =g2(r2+E,m), 
in which the inequality is another instance of the aforementioned l-group identity. 
To show that Lco(gt A&) =,k(gr)4k(&), note that 
(gt”g,)‘(r,m)= &‘,A&-‘-)+I = [(gr-r)+A(&-r)+I 
It is clear that ,uo preserves the unit; thus we have shown that ,LL~ is a W-homo- 
morphism. 
To show that ,uo is injective, consider 0 <g E G. By the archimedean property of 
G there is some positive rational number r such that rsg. Therefore &(r, a~) = 
[(g-r)‘] # (0) = I, proving that i is not the zero of CYG. To show that ,uG is 
cozero dense consider an arbitrary K E YG. Then K = VkEK+ [k] = V&O, m) = 
V ksK+ cozk. 0 
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